
Year 1 Curriculum  Newsletter—Autumn Term 

Creative Learning Journey (CLJ) 

Our CLJ theme is called ‘Cottages and Castles’ and in particular, 

relates closely to our History, Science, Geography and Art 

learning. We will be learning about  the Victorians in History, 

comparing that period to the modern day.  

Geography—The countries of the United Kingdom and 

identifying own homes/school/landmarks through map work. 

Science—-Experimenting with different materials, predicting 

properties 

Art—Paul Klees’ ‘Castles and Sun’.  

Computing 

We will be exploring algorithms are and how they can be used 

to program.  

English 

In our literacy lessons this term, we will be 

covering a range of reading and writing that 

will be delivered through the Year 1 Read 

Write Inc. scheme.  We will help the children 

to  develop a sense of pleasure for reading, 

writing and vocabulary by English by listening 

to and discussing a wide range of poems, 

stories and non-fiction at a level beyond 

what they can read independently .  

Reading 

Please continue to read with your child at 

home and ensure to write a comment in 

their reading records. Books 

will be changed Monday and 

Friday if they have been read. 

Thank-you. 

Maths 

In our Maths lessons this term 

we will be following the Inspire 

Maths scheme of work and covering the 

following units: 

 Number Bonds 

 Addition and Subtraction with 10  

 Shapes and Patterns  

 Ordinal Numbers  

 Numbers to 20  

 Addition and Subtraction with 20  

Rights Respecting—Article 29: 

Your education should help you use and 

develop your talents and abilities. It should 

also  help you to live peacefully, protect the 

environment and respect other people . 

PSHE and RE:  

The PSHE themes this term will be ‘Physical 

Health and Wellbeing’ and ‘Keeping Safe and 

Managing Risks’. In RE we will be discussing 

and identifying the importance, for some 

people, of belonging to a religion . 

Welcome back to an exciting new school year! Mrs Moore and 

I hope you have had a lovely summer break. The children have 

settled into Year 1 quickly and have come back eager to get 

stuck in and adjust from Early Years into Key Stage 1. We are 

very much looking forward to working in partnership with you 

to ensure that your child has a happy and successful term.  If 

you have any questions please do not hesitate to speak to one 

of us. Thank-you for your support. 

Home learning will be set  every Friday and will need to be 

returned on the following Thursday. The tasks set will be linked 

to the curriculum we are learning about in class.  

Please do not hesitate to speak to one of us. Thank-you for 

your support. Miss Hammond and Mrs Moore.  

P.E. 

P.E. sessions are on a Tuesday and 

Wednesday this term.  We will be covering a 

combination of dance, orienteering  and 

circuits. Your child will be expected to wear 

blue shorts, a white St Ives logoed t-shirt, 

blue socks and trainers. During colder 

weather, the children can wear their tops 

with  black/blue tracksuit bottoms. Please 

could you ensure that everything is clearly 

labelled.    


